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When it comes to different types of cuisines, there is nothing like Chinese cuisines and the Chinese
restaurants in Mumbai are known for serving authentic Chinese food that you will surely remember.
So, if you are visiting Mumbai, make sure you have the best Chinese food experience. In these
Chinese restaurants you can either opt for home delivery, takeaway or book table to enjoy food at
the lovely ambiance of these restaurants. So, here is a list of some of the most popular Chinese
restaurants in Mumbai.

Shang Dynasty, Fort: Other than Chinese cuisines, this restaurant in Mumbai also offers Thai food.
The restaurant is situated in Kothari House, MG road, behind Mumbai University. In the list of menu
both veg as well as non-veg dishes are available. You can order for soup, starters, vegetables,
Chinese gravies, rice or noodles according to your choice. The restaurant offers free delivery within
two km. In case you are ordering for home delivery please keep in mind that minimum order should
be of Rs. 250. This restaurant is also situated in Lower Parel.

Sizzling China: One of the most popular Chinese restaurants in Mumbai, Sizzling China is in
Colaba. It offers both veg and non-veg dishes that includes soups, starters, dimsums, rice and
noodles, seafood gravies etc. The restaurant offers free home delivery up to 2 km and the minimum
order should be of Rs.300.

Best Indian & Chinese Food Corner: This restaurant is in Juhu Church, and offers both north Indian
and Chinese dish. You can order for soup, Chinese starters, seafood and noodles. The minimum
order for home delivery is Rs.200. You can also order for food online from this restaurant at no extra
charges.

Ching Ming: This dining & bar is located in HUB mall, Goregaon east. Other than Chinese, the
restaurant also offers Thai food. The menu includes both veg and non-veg dish like soup, starters,
noodles & chopsuey, salads, rolls etc. In non-veg dish the menu includes chicken starters, lamb,
dimsums etc. You can order online for free home delivery up to 2 km or book table at no extra cost.

Chopstix Chinese Corner: This Chinese restaurant in Mumbai is in Thane and offers wide variety of
Chinese meals available both in veg and non-veg. You can also order rolls, noodles or soups online
at no extra cost. The minimum order for home delivery is just rs. 50 and the restaurant also delivers
in Kanakiya park.

Momo Station: This Chinese restaurant is in Malad west and is known for offering wide variety of
momo. You can order for both veg as well as non0veg momos along with lip smacking side dish.
Both steam and fried momos are available that you can order online at no extra charges. The
minimum order for home delivery is Rs.500.

Noodles Nook:Similar to the other Chinese restaurants in Mumbai this restaurant also offers
awesome Chinese dishes,. However, unlike the other restaurants it does not have home delivery
service and only pickup service is available. You can order regular Chinese dishes and also combo
meals that includes main dish and side dish.

For more information about Chinese restaurants in Mumbai visit JustEat, the largest online
restaurant resource of India.
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Sandeep Arora - About Author:
Sandeep Arora is a food columnist who regularly contributes articles on foods on magazines as well
as newspapers. He is based in Mumbai and therefore has a sound knowledge about Chinese
restaurants in Mumbai. He feels that Chinese restaurants in Mumbai offers quality and authentic
Chinese food at affordable prices. For more information to visit
http://justeat.in/cuisine/mumbai/chinese-restaurants/1
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